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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With the current pace of social and economic development of cities in rapidly developing countries such as India and
the resulting growth of the urban population, sustainable urban transport has become a major concern. This growing
concern for sustainable transport highlights the need for consistent information to support informed policy and
decision making in this sector. Most issues of sustainable transport are related to a better understanding of people’s
travel patterns, which are highly influenced by urban form elements and socio‐economic attributes. The research
undertaken in the VREF Smaller Project defines urban form indicators and addresses how important indicators can be
derived and quantified using spatial analysis techniques and remotely sensed imagery. The research culminates in the
quantification of a Transport Ecological Footprint (TEF), an easy‐to‐understand measure to communicate the impacts
of the transport system on the environment.
Urban form and urban land use information are intrinsically linked to travel patterns (Stead & Marshall 2001; Snellen
2001; Badoe and Miller 2000, Song and Knaap 2004) and consequently to the transport ecological footprint. The
relationship between transport, land use and urban form is complicated by the fact that a change in any one of these
aspects will also result in changes in the other two (Cao et al. 1998). Therefore a better understanding of the three‐
way dynamics between the level of land supply, urban form and travel demand would be helpful to decision‐makers.
Important urban form elements in this research are distance of residence from the urban centre, settlement size,
mixing of land uses, compactness, provision of local facilities, density of development, proximity to transport
networks, availability of residential parking, road network type, neighbourhood type and population distribution
(based on income). These can all be considered as important proxies for travel pattern characteristics like the number
of trips people make, average trip length, mode choice etc. A number of these indicators have been developed using
remote sensing (RS) and geographical information systems (GIS) for the city of Ahmedabad in India. The extraction of
urban form and land use information in developing indicators to support urban transport analysis using RS and GIS has
received considerable attention recently (Zhang & Guindon 2006; Guindon & Zhang 2006; Song & Knaap 2004; Torrens
& Alberti 2000). Remotely sensed imagery provides a global information resource that, when compared to traditional
methods of data collection, has the ability to provide data of an entire area, including areas that are difficult to access,
at a greater data acquisition frequency, reusable for different projects and in a cost efficient way (Jensen, 2000). With
the arrival of high resolution satellite imagery, new imaging technology and image analysis techniques, new
opportunities for more detailed mapping and analysis of the urban area have come up. At the same time, the
transport planning community is increasingly showing interest in topics related to urban remote sensing research.

RESEARCH
To address these issues, a framework has been developed in this research to link urban remote sensing technology
through the development of relevant indicators to TEF analysis using GIS methods and techniques. Image classification
techniques are used to classify relevant urban land use characteristics, from which urban form and transport
indicators, including TEF indicators, can be derived spatial modeling and analysis in GIS.
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Based on the classified images several spatial indicators have been computed and mapped such as in Figure 1. These
indicators are used to compute and relate urban form, travel patterns, and the TEF.

Fig. 1: urban form indicators (related to dissimilarity, poverty and accessibility)
Land use diversity and dynamics and corresponding transport infrastructure relates to travel patterns that influence
vehicle fuel consumption and emissions, not to mention land conversion for transport infrastructure expansion
(Barrett et al. 2001, Kenworthy and Newman 1989, Barrett 1995, Stead and Marshall 2001). These components
(expressed by the urban form indicators) as well as some ancillary data play an important role in the calculation and
mapping of the TEF; see Figure 2. Ancillary data such as socio‐economic data, transport data, etc. also served an
important role in the operationalization of the spatial indicators, to establish the relation with transport and finally in
the calculation of the TEF. Several studies (e.g., Harris and Ventura 1995, Mesev 1997, Vogelmann et al. 1998, and
Chen 2001) confirm that classification of satellite imagery alone does not produce adequate enough results for
specific urban applications, such as transport. Urban classifications are often improved by integrating satellite‐derived
classifications with ancillary data in a GIS environment, and as such lead to a better understanding of urban impacts
and urban drivers of environmental and social changes.
The case study location for this research is the city of
Ahmedabad in India. The city is the seventh most populated
city of India with around five million people. It is
characterized by massive urban sprawl. This city is a typical
example of rapidly urbanizing cities in developing countries
faced with tremendous pressure upon its existing transport
system, which raises concerns of sustainability. As many
cities in developing countries suffer the same concern as
Ahmedabad, the results from this research may encourage
the use of remote sensing and GIS in deriving sustainability
indicators such as on transport ecological footprints in
addressing
city’s
overall
development
towards
sustainability.

Fig. 2: per capita TEF in ahmedabad
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